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India Retail 
A step back for government; a set‐back for sector!!
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Stock Performance 

(%)  1M  6M  12M 

Sensex   (4.3)   (8.8)   (15.9) 

PL Retail Index   (9.2)   (17.2)   (8.1) 

 

Jubilant Foodworks  6.0   4.6   36.4  

Pantaloon Retail  (3.2)  (29.2)  (53.2) 

Shopper's Stop  6.1   (8.1)  1.4  

Trent  (8.0)  (7.0)  8.5  

Titan Ind.  (13.9)  (14.7)  1.1 

 

 

Government  has  suspended  51%  FDI  in  Multi‐Brand  Retail  till  a  consensus  is 
reached  amongst  all  stakeholders  (Political  parties,  State  governments  etc). 
Proposal has faced widespread political (government allies, opposition parties) as 
well as trader’s opposition ever since it was announced in a cabinet meeting.  We 
don’t expect government to explicitly rollback the proposal given that it will 
reinforce the perception of “policy paralysis” and will be seen as giving in to political 
pressure. However, given the perceived political cost attached to the proposal and 
impending state government elections, primarily UP (most populous state which 
accounts for ~15% of Loksabha members) we believe it will be a while before 
government ventures to bring this reform back as it lacks the requisite numbers as 
its key allies (DMK, TMC) are opposed to the Retail FDI reforms.  While there exists a 
remote possibility of some give and take/ appeasement of allies, watering down of 
proposal (26% instead of 51%, starting with top 10 metros instead of 1mn plus 
towns etc) we  believe  evolving  a  consensus  amongst  all  stakeholders  is  a 
cumbersome process and will take  its own time and will be a drag on the sector. 
Going by the fate of several other policy proposals, we will be positively surprised if 
the proposal goes through during the term of this government. 

 A step back for the government; a set‐back for the sector: After much flip-flop 
and endless debate (DIPP had floated discussion paper in July’10), Government 
had cleared the politically sensitive reform, only to suspend it now till wider 
consensus is reached amongst stakeholders. Proposal had faced widespread 
opposition from political parties (opposition as well as government allies), 
trader’s lobbies and had stalled the working of Indian Parliament for 10 days 
since the proposal was announced. The announcement had created positive 
sentiments around the sector with the assumption of inflow of capital and 
foreign expertise post the clearance of FDI. We don’t expect the government to 
revive this legislation anytime soon given the lack of numbers and impending 
state government elections in next 12 months. We expect the proposal to 
remain in cold storage and meet the same fate which several other government 
proposals have met (Urea policy, GST, DTC, Land Acquisition etc). We will be 
positively surprised if it goes through during the tenure of current government.   

 Media  speculation  on  Future  Cap  stake  sell: As per media report (Economic 
times dated 7th Dec’11), Pantaloon is about to announce the Future Capital 
stake sell to Deccan Chronicle for ~Rs6-7bn. We spoke to management and  it 
has denied this transaction. Media report also mentions “Industrial Investment 
Trust (IITL) has purchased Pantaloon's 26% stake in its insurance joint venture 
Future Generali Life for Rs 250‐300 crore”. If both these deals indeed fructify, PF 
will be able to raise ~10bn and mitigate the strain on debt and cash flow. Core 
retail debt stands at ~Rs45bn. We estimate an interest cost saving of ~Rs500mn 
for FY12e, potentially resulting in ~30% upgrade to our FY12e EPS (Rs8.5)     

 Maintain  ACCUMULATE  on  PF: While the FDI proposal is now being put in 
abeyance, we anyways didn’t expect it to immediately solve the current 
challenges of high leverage, high inventory and lack of FCF generation for PF. 
While fundamental concerns of slowing same store growth and high leverage 
putting pressure on cash flows remain, we believe current price discount the 
same. Any stake sell announcement on non-retail subs will be key trigger. 
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PL’s Recommendation Nomenclature     

BUY   :  Over 15% Outperformance to Sensex over 12-months Accumulate  : Outperformance to Sensex over 12-months 

Reduce  : Underperformance to Sensex over 12-months Sell  : Over 15% underperformance to Sensex over 12-months 

Trading Buy  : Over 10% absolute upside in 1-month Trading Sell  : Over 10% absolute decline in 1-month 

Not Rated (NR)  : No specific call on the stock Under Review (UR)  : Rating likely to change shortly 

This document has been prepared by the Research Division of Prabhudas Lilladher Pvt. Ltd. Mumbai, India (PL) and is meant for use by the recipient only as 

information and is not for circulation.  This document is not to be reported or copied or made available to others without prior permission of PL. It should not be 

considered or taken as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy or sell any security. 

The information contained in this report has been obtained from sources that are considered to be reliable. However, PL has not independently verified the accuracy 

or completeness of the same. Neither PL nor any of its affiliates, its directors or its employees accept any responsibility of whatsoever nature for the information, 

statements and opinion given, made available or expressed herein or for any omission therein. 

Recipients of this report should be aware that past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and value of investments can go down as well. The 

suitability or otherwise of any investments will depend upon the recipient's particular circumstances and, in case of doubt, advice should be sought from an 

independent expert/advisor. 

Either PL or its affiliates or its directors or its employees or its representatives or its clients or their relatives may have position(s), make market, act as principal or 

engage in transactions of securities of companies referred to in this report and they may have used the research material prior to publication. 

We may from time to time solicit or perform investment banking or other services for any company mentioned in this document. 

For Clients / Recipients in United States of America: 

All materials are furnished courtesy of Direct Access Partners LLC ("DAP") and produced by Prabhudas Lilladher Pvt. Ltd. ("PLI"). This material is for informational 

purposes only and provided to Qualified and Accredited Investors. You are under no obligation to DAP or PLI for the information provided herein unless agreed to by 

all of the parties. Additionally, you are prohibited from using the information for any reason or purpose outside its intended use. Any questions should be directed to 

Gerard Visci at DAP at 212.850.8888. 


